GAMES
ALLIANCE GAME
DISTRIBUTORS

ARCANE TINMEN

ARCANE WONDERS

DRAGON SHIELD

AIR LAND & SEA: SPIES, LIES, &
SUPPLIES EXPANSION

CARD CODEX 360 BATMAN CORE

ARES GAMES

ATM 34004.................................$41.99

GAMES

Standalone — Just play with the 3 new theaters
provided: Intelligence, Diplomacy, Economics. Mix
w/ Base Game — Play with any combination of
3 theaters from either box: ex. Intelligence, Air,
Land. Epic Mode — Play with any combination
of 5 theaters from either box: ex. Intelligence,
Diplomacy, Economics, Land, Sea Scheduled to
ship in May 2022.
AWG AW03ASX1................................... $17.99

INFERNO RPG

Scheduled to ship in July 2022.

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #270

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 270................................ $3.99

DANTE’S GUIDE TO HELL CORE RULEBOOK (5E)

MATTE - BLOOD RED (100)

ATM 11050.................................$11.99

DIVINA COMMEDIA ARTBOOK

BLAZON

The widespread use of armorial bearings
in the Middle Ages gave rise to a new
occupation of herald. These heralds
had the responsibility of learning and
maintaining the rules and protocols
governing the design and description, or
blazoning of arms. Blazon allows you to
become a herald, carefully selecting the
right elements for your shield board, and
earning distinctions through shrewd play.
Earn your rank through the accumulation
of prestige as you blazon your shield to
distinguish yourself among your peers and
be crowned the King of Arms. Scheduled
to ship in August 2022.
TFC 11000..................................$40.00

In this volume, Divina Commedia - Inferno, players
find both the complete art book of the game as
well as a luxury edition of the Divina Commedia
First Canticle. Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
AGS GIN085......................................... $39.00

MATTE DUAL ART BATMAN CORE (100)

ATM 16033.................................$19.99

INFERNO GUIDE’S SCREEN

AGS GIN088........................ $19.00

VIRGILIO’S UNTOLD TALES GM GUIDE (5E)

MATTE - BLOOD RED
JAPANESE (60)

ATM 11150...................................$7.49

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

25TH CENTURY GAMES

Inferno is the first original 5th Edition Dantesque
Campaign Setting. Designed by Two Little Mice
and published by Acheron Games, this volume is
a labor of love which took three years to complete,
adapting Dante Alighieri’s The Divine Comedy
into a tabletop role-playing game. The core book,
Inferno - Dante’s Guide to Hell, is the game’s
Player’s Handbook, and it focuses on character
creation and options, setting-specific rules, and a
deep description of the Inferno itself.
AGS GIN086......................................... $49.00

Inferno - Virgilio’s Untold Tales is the games
‘Master’s Guide’ and ‘Monster Manual’, and it
contains adventures, perils, game hooks, special
equipment, a whole campaign, and the bestiary,
together with a deeper description of the Inferno
as a ‘sandbox’, to be used after the end of the
campaign. This Is Not A Complete Game. You JUN
must own a copy of Inferno - Dante’s Guide to Hell 2022
to play.
AGS GIN087......................................... $49.00 1

SODA SMUGGLERS

Lawmakers are cracking down on soda, and tight
regulation has made way for lucrative smuggling.
One bottle per person is the new law — thus bribes,
suitcase inspections, and arrests are on the agenda.
Only one will emerge the Soda Kingpin. Scheduled
to ship in July 2022.
BTW 000................................................... $25.00

ORCONOMICS

GAMES

This economic boardgame, in a fantasy
setting, allows players to control
corporations, face each other in furious
auctions, and expand their wealth, to
establish who’s the best Orc tycoon!
Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
AGS ARTG016 ���������������������������������������������������$39.90

BOMBYX

WAR OF THE RING: WITCH-KING
EDITION CARD BOX AND SLEEVES

A beautifully illustrated metal card box,
featuring John Howe’s illustration of the
Witch-king, containing 120 custom card
protectors sleeves, fitting the tarot-size
cards used in the second edition of the
game. Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
AGS WOTR020...........................$15.90
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The little people exiled from the forest
have found shelter in an abandoned
garden to build a new town. In the
space of a few weeks, wooden crates
are transformed into apartments, the
old transistor radio into a cabaret, the
coffee pot into a belfry But very quickly,
each clan wants to sieze control of
the town by any means possible:
Complete official projects, take control
of territories, secret missions, and even
the invasion of opponent buildings.
Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
LUM PET01EN........................ $59.99

HIDDEN LEADERS

Hidden Leaders is a quick, light strategy card game
with direct player interaction. It combines tableau
building and deduction elements with its unique
winning mechanism. This is a game of great tension
with no-down time, that’s fast to learn. Its distinctive
artwork and character names will make you smile.
BFF HID001................................................. $28.00

BROTHERWISE GAMES

CALL TO ADVENTURE

BITEWING GAMES

HOT LEAD

Lead the undercover investigation against five
criminal groups to gather enough evidence to convict
them. However, if you investigate too aggressively,
the criminals will smell a rat and go dark! Scheduled
to ship in July 2022.
BTW 200................................................... $25.00

PUMAFIOSI

JUN

GARDEN NATION

Pumafiosi is a refreshingly unique blend of simple
trick-taking and precarious press-your-luck. Each
trick, the person who plays the second-highest card
wins the round, and they decide where to place that
winning card in the hierarchy. You can even choose
to place your measly card at the top of the hierarchy
to stake your claim on the big boss points. The catch
is that these cards can be knocked down one or
more steps on the hierarchy by higher-valued cards,
and whoever owns a falling card is penalized!
Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
BTW 100................................................... $25.00

ART DECKS

Each deck includes 100 tarot-sized cards packaged in an elegant tuckbox. The front of each
card is a full-bleed image of an encounter, character, or location. The back includes scene
prompts, as well as a spot to write your own prompts. The cards are intended for use with
any tabletop RPG, whether you’re running an adventure or building your PC’s backstory.
HEROIC FANTASY BGM 368	��������������������������������������������������������������������������� $12.95
HIGH FANTASY BGM 351	������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $12.95

EPIC ORIGINS

Craft your hero. Cast the runes. Claim
your destiny! Call to Adventure: Epic
Origins is the next edition of the awardwinning Call To Adventure game series.
The hero-building card game reaches new
heights with classic fantasy races, classes,
and challenges.
BGM 344....................................$44.95

BURNT ISLAND GAMES
FALL OF THE MOUNTAIN KING

Fall of the Mountain King is a standalone
prequel to In the Hall of The Mountain King,
set during the catastrophic war that drove
the trolls from their mountain kingdom
generations ago. Build your ancestry to
drive your actions in the caverns, win the
loyalty of the clan Champions, and strive
to be trolldom’s greatest defender against
the gnomish onslaught. Scheduled to ship
in August 2022.
BTI 6002.....................................$59.00

RUNEQUEST RPG:
WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT

COMPASS GAMES

DEATH IN THE TRENCHES: WORLD
WAR 1 1914-1918

Death in the Trenches is a strategic-level
World War I game covering the entire
war, in all theaters, on an army level with
divisional formations handled on an offmap display that minimizes map clutter.
The game relies on simple mechanics
that eliminate production bean counting
and complicated combat results tables.
Designed with the narrative gamer in
mind, its more than 500 random events
draw you into the global nightmare of
1914-1918, while its pulse system of
alternating player moves ensures very little
down time for the non-phasing player.
Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
CPS 1090....................................$79.00

GRANADA: LAST STAND
OF THE MOORS

Granada: The Last Stand of the Moors,
1482-1492 is a game for two players
in which they will decide the outcome of
this decisive historical episode in less than
four hours. As the Catholic player, will you
gain fame and glory accomplishing the
Reconquista and enlarging your kingdoms
in one unified powerful state? And as the
Muslim player, will you resist and save
Granada or will you become the last King
of the Nasrid dynasty? Balanced and
historically accurate, the game is easy to
learn but difficult to master. Scheduled to
ship in June 2022.
CPS 1114....................................$99.00
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An essential reference guide for RuneQuest
players, Weapons & Equipment showcases
Gloranthan culture and life, describing
the items and services adventurers use
everyday, exceptional and magic items,
as well as how they can sell their hardwon treasure. Weapons & Equipment
dramatically expands the RuneQuest core
rules, with new means of equipping and
advancing your adventurers, Gamemasters
can use these contents for treasure hoards
and other material rewards, making this an
invaluable resource for every RuneQuest
player. Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
CHA 4036-H..................................$34.99

GAMES
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ANNIHILAGEDDON 2 EXTREME NACHO LEGENDS XTREME NACHO POWER CHIPS

40 Xtreme plastic Chips. Translucent orange
color that fit inside the Xtreme Nacho Power
Trophy. Replaces the regular cardboard
Xtreme Nacho Chips in Epic Spell Wars:
Annihilageddon 2.
CZE 29415......................................$9.99

GAMES

FLOODGATE GAMES

PAPER WARS #101:
THE AXIS INVASION OF NORTH
AMERICA (GAME EDITION)

TEST OF FAITH: THE ARAB-ISRAEL
WAR OF 1973

This two-player (solitaire adaptable)
alternative history mini-monster has two
mapsheets and one counter-sheet to cover
the bicoastal invasion of North America
by the Japanese and Germans (who have
already conquered the rest of the world)
at the army/corps level and 50 miles per
hex. Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
CPS 101......................................$51.95

A Test of Faith: The Arab-Israeli War of
1973 is a new game in the Operational
Scale Series using the new added rules
from the Doomsday Project to show this
war in a way that has not been seen
before. Highly playable but with an
emphasis on command and equipment,
OSS uses an impulse system to create a
test and challenging game to play, but
also with new research, plenty of historical
narrative. Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
CPS 1160..................................$109.00
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THE THIRD WORLD WAR:
DESIGNER SIGNATURE EDITION

The Third World War: Designer Signature
Edition, marks one of the largest and ambitious
game undertakings to date covering not one
but FOUR true wargaming classics by Frank
Chadwick, faithfully remastered and updated
with this all-new, deluxe edition. Hailed by
many as one of the finest and playable game
series covering the NATO and Warsaw Pact,
Third World War brings together all four games
of the series into one, comprehensive package
for all to enjoy. Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
CPS 1095......................................... $199.00

2022
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In Fog of Love: Love on Lockdown, you and your playmate participate in a love story
that explores the situations and challenges that we all became familiar with over the
strange events of 2020.
HHP FOLLL.................................................................................................$15.00

CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT
SAGRADA: GLORY EXPANSION

EPIC SPELL WARS OF THE BATTLE WIZARDS DBG

Sagrada: Glory introduces new options to test
your artisanal skills! All new Strife Dice are now
available in addition to the drafting pool with
restrictions on their placement. Be the first to
achieve new objectives with Pioneer Cards, and
be rewarded for your unique style with the private
objectives in the Flourish Module. Scheduled to
ship in August 2022.
FGG SA05.............................................$19.95

Scheduled to ship in August 2022.

ANNIHILAGEDDON 2 - EXTREME NACHO LEGENDS
- NACHO POWER TROPHY

Gold colored 11-inch plastic trophy. Holds plastic Xtreme
Nacho Power Chips. Replaces the cardboard standee in Epic
Spell Wars: Annihilageddon 2.
CZE 29286...............................................................$29.99

FUNKO

ANNIHILAGEDDON 2 EXTREME NACHO LEGENDS
(STAND ALONE
OR EXPANSION)

JUN

FOG OF LOVE: LOVE IN LOCKDOWN EXPANSION

The Battle Wizards are back
in the most RADICALLY assburning, sorcery-slinging sequel
ever: Annihilageddon 2: Xtreme
Nacho Legends!
CZE 29217.......................$44.99

BATTLEWORLD: SERIES 3 BATTLE BALL

Each Marvel Battleworld Battle Ball comes
with one collectible Hero and one mystery
Hero inside a Thanostone. Build your team
and start battling across Battleworld to
break more Marvel Multiverse heroes out
of the mysterious Thanostones! Scheduled
to ship in May 2022.
FNK 60502...................................$8.99

THE GOONIES: NEVER SAY DIE

It’s our time, down here. Embark on a perilous adventure full of dangerous booby
traps and treacherous treasure-filled caverns! One player is the Goondocks Master,
controlling fearsome foes, from the outlaw family, the Fratellis, to the legendary
pirate, One-Eyed Willie. The other players take on the role of the Goonies Mikey,
Mouth, Chunk, Data, and Sloth overcoming cryptic puzzles and deadly challenges
with teamwork, strategy, and Data’s clever contraptions! Will the Goonies discover
the legendary riches that will save their homes, or will they follow the fate of Chester
Copperpot and never see the light of day? Scheduled to ship in April 2022.
FNK 54803	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$34.99

THE GOONIES: UNDER THE
GOONDOCKS EXPANSION

Look how far we’ve come. Troy and his fathers
plan to turn the Goondocks into a country club golf
course have failed. But since the Goonies discovered
that One-Eyed Willie’s treasure was real, Troy has
been searching for it out of spite. You must stop him
before he unleashes the evils below the Goondocks!
This expansion is a thrilling continuation of The
Goonies: Never Say Die story. Players take on the
roles of teenagers Andy, Brand, and Stef, find new
treasures, and face new foes over three exciting
adventures! Scheduled to ship in May 2022.
FNK 60496
$14.99

GRIM RABBIT GAMES

GUILT-FREE GAMING

LONG LIVE THE KING

RED FLAGS: CORE GAME

Red Flags is a party game about convincing
your friends to go on terrible dates. Each
round, players try to create the best date
they can with ‘Perks’ like ‘Loves Dogs’ and
‘Famous Chef’, and sabotage their opponents
with ‘Red Flag’ cards like ‘Constantly Trying
to Kill You’ and ‘Slept With One of Your
Parents’. Then, you argue why YOUR
(probably horrible) date is the best!
GRM RFC1..................................$25.00

One King... One Assassin... Will you side
with one? Can you even find them? In this
fast but suspenseful game players will need
to find out who is who to try and reach
victory first. Will you help the King hold on
to Power? Will you help the Assassin remove
him from his throne? Or maybe you’ll find
your own route to victory and stand alone...
If you enjoy games of deduction like Clue
you will love Long Live the King! Scheduled
to ship in August 2022.
GUF LLTK.....................................$25.00
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BARNYARD BUNCH

Every so often, the young residents of
Fridolin’s farm like to run away and must
be brought back to the barn with the help
of the players. To do this, they need some
luck rolling the dice and have to work well
together. If the players make sure that no
animal leaves the last space on the path,
and therefore the farm, then they have
won Bauernhof Bande together. Scheduled
to ship in June 2022.
HAB 305677...............................$19.99

COLOR IT!

THE KEY: MURDER
AT OAKDALE CLUB

A dramatic series of murders has shocked
the Oakdale Golf Club – three people were
killed! The players start their investigations
and examine clues about the perpetrators,
times of the crimes, murder weapons,
crime scenes and getaway vehicles. They
need to generate the right number code
to put the perpetrators behind bars. In
the end, it’s not necessarily the fastest
investigator who wins the game, but the
most efficient one. Scheduled to ship in
June 2022.
HAB 305941...............................$34.99

HACHETTE BOARDGAMES

AKROPOLIS

HELLAPAGOS

CRITICAL

HELLAPAGOS: THEY’RE NO
LONGER ALONE EXPANSION

Akropolis will have you building
outwards and upwards to create the most
prestigious, layered city at the table. The
higher the building, the better it can score
so its onwards and upwards in a tilelaying game like no other! Scheduled to
ship in June 2022.
HBG GAKR-EN............................$39.99

Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
HBG GCRFO-EN..........................$39.99

In the merry land of Kaleido, some of the
colors have disappeared! It‘s the players‘
job to make the houses, flowers, hotair balloons, and rainbows shine in the
most amazing colors once again? Save
Kaleido by rolling the dice and choosing
your colors wisely in two game variants.
The first player to color in their sheet wins!
Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
HAB 305678...............................$29.99

MY VERY FIRST GAMES:
BUILDING SITE

Co-operative play with a backstabbing
twist, Hellapagos is survival of the
sneakiest! Deserted on an island
where resources are scarce, you must
work together to build a raft. Only
question is, do you have what it takes to
secure your seat?
HBG GFXH..................................$24.99

Tribe and Characters expansion for
Hellapagos core game
HBG GEGA-EN.............................$9.99

In My Very First Games: Building Site,
players must find matching traffic cone
tiles and drive them to the construction
site with the dump truck. Step by step, the
foundations, walls, roof, and garden take
shape. Finding out about what construction
workers do makes every player a winner.
A collaborative matching and memory
game. Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
HAB 305676...............................$19.99

MY VERY FIRST GAMES:
NIBBLE MUNCH CRUNCH

What does a cat, a tortoise, or a mouse eat? And
which foods taste best for a rabbit or a dog? The
children can work together or apart to find out in
this collection of small games. Match the animal
cards, wooden food pieces, cut-out cards, and color
cards together to feed all the pets. They’ll have the
animals nibble, munch, and crunch all their food
up in no time! Play together and work on colors,
shapes, and animals with this collection of small
games. Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
HAB 305474............................................ $19.99

DINNER IN PARIS

The restaurant industry in Paris is buzzing
after the inauguration of a new pedestrian
square in a very popular district for
Parisians and tourists from all around
the globe. It is a golden opportunity for
you, restaurant owners, to open one of
the addresses that will contribute to the
culinary diversity and the reputation of the
French capital. However, there isn’t space
for everyone and your opponents could
throw a wrench in your gears!
HBG FUDIN-EN...........................$44.99

IKI

IKI: A Game of EDO Artisans, which
brings you on a journey through the
famed street of old Tokyo. Hear the voices
of Nihonbashi Bridge’s great fish market.
Meet the professionals, who carry out 700800 different jobs. Enter the interactivity of
the shoppers and vendors. Become one
with the townspeople.
HBG SWIKI..................................$54.99

IN THE PLAM OF YOUR HAND

Open Leon’s souvenir box and discover
his amazing life! The 100 cards of the
game are as many memories to mime,
in the palm of the hand of other players,
using 11 different objects. Focus on
the sensations you felt to find the right
memory! A touching game!
HBG BLINT-EN.............................$37.99

PEEK A MOUSE
The bazaar is bustling as Assam, the
market organizer, inspects the rugs to
determine which of them is the best. Places
your rugs to cover up those of others to
control the market. Watch out, if you land
on another player’s carpets you’ll have to
pay the fee.
HBG GCMA-EN...........................$37.99

Observe the different rooms of the house
through the windows before the flashlight
goes out. Work together to remember the
location and direction of the tokens in
order to find as many objects as possible
before the little mice return!
HBG GKMA-EN...........................$37.99

GAMES

MARRAKECH

KATAMINO

Katamino is the original, award winning logic puzzle. With over 500 pre-set layouts, you
always have something new to solve! Chunky and colourful, placing polyominoes in the
perfect place will exercise your mind in ways you never thought possible.
HBG GZKC-EN	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $37.99

Geometric puzzles just got more fun in Katamino
Family! Can you fit your pieces into the grid first?
Using cards and easy to hold components, this even
more colourful and accessible version is enjoyable
for gamers of all ages!
HBG GZUF.................................................$37.99

PYLOS

Brave Viking warrior; you are embarking
upon a quest like no other. Optimise your
actions and manage precious resources
to eXplore, eXploit, eXpand, and
eXterminate. Deploy your special powers
for maximum strategic effect, and conquer
Northgard! To the victor, the spoils!
HBG 3071119-R01......................$84.99

Simple rules, quick rounds, and rather
subtle tactics: Pylos is one of the strangest
yet most beautiful abstract games on the
market today, and winner of several Game
of the Year awards around the world. The
object is to save your marbles so that you
can be the one to place a marble at the very
top of the pyramid. Pylos offers a unique
challenge that is irresistibly attractive as
both a game and a decorative object.
HBG GCPY-EN............................$37.99

OLTREE

QUARTO

NORTHGARD

KATAMINO: POCKET EDITION

Great for playing in the back of the car, on a coffee
break, or wherever the urge strikes. Players must
completely cover the game board with pieces of varying
shapes and sizes. It may sound simple, but with over
500 puzzles to try and nearly limit less combinations,
there is always a harder puzzle to solve. Don’t get bored
anymore when you travel!
HBG GZKP-EN.................................................$24.99

NIDAVELLIR

Nidavellir, the Dwarf Kingdom,
is threatened by the dragon
Fafnir. As a venerable Elvaland,
you have been appointed by
the King. Search through every
tavern in the kingdom, hire the
most skillful dwarves, recruit the
most prestigious heroes, and
build the best battalion you can
to defeat your mortal enemy!
HBG BLNID-EN	��������������$44.99

Oltree is a cooperative and narrative game
where each scenario, called Chronicle,
offers a rich and unique setting, with its
atmosphere, unique plot, friends and
foes! At the start of their turn, the Ranger
rolls the Adversity die to activate the
personalises decks of cards representing
the different aspects of the scenario.
Depending on the results new Adventure
cards spawn on the board, some villages
fall prey to Issues, Events offer temporary
rule challenges or the pages of the
Chronicle turn, progressing the storyline
and unveiling some new challenges.
HBG 8138773 R-01.....................$69.99
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KATAMINO: FAMILY EDITION

In Quarto Classic, simply place four
pieces in a row to win. In a tactical twist,
however, each one must share something
in common, and your challenger selects
which pieces you play. Victory lies in the
hands of your opponent!
HBG GCQA-EN...........................$37.99
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QUARTO: MINI EDITION

Mini version of the classic Gigamic
abstract game!
HBG GDQAM-EN........................$24.99

SHAMANS

You are a Shaman protecting the spirit
worlds from the threat of the shadows
since the dawn of time, but could the
danger come from your own ranks? Will
you be able to read through the schemes
of your corrupted rivals and find yourself
on the right side of this age-old struggle?
HBG STSHA-EN...........................$24.99

Expand the award-winning game
Parks with Parks: Wildlife! Grab your
binoculars and prepare for even more
animal sightings at Iconic Wildlife
Parks, featuring all-new artwork from
Tom Whalen and the Fifty-Nine Parks
Print Series, and the newest national
park addition, New River Gorge. This
expansion is the MORE expansion. Get
ready for new trail sites, fresh canteens,
new gear, and more season cards.
Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
KYM 05X02........................... $19.99

QUIXO
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BOOK OF EBON TIDES (5E)

PARKS: WILDLIFE EXPANSION

In Quixo, players take turns rotating cubes
then and pushing them horizontally or
vertically on the board until one of the
players (or teams) has lined up 5 cubes
of their symbol in a line. Quick to teach
but challenging to master, Quixo is sure to
delight your customers.
HBG GCQI-EN............................$37.99

KOBOLD PRESS

SUSPECTS

Suspects is a range of investigation games
with streamlined rules and plots centered
on the psychology of the characters in
the style of Agatha Christie’s novels. The
first opus, will feature the ingenious and
fearless Claire Harper in three stories
paying tribute to the great classics of
detective literature!
HBG STU011SU...........................$29.99

Welcome to the Shadow Realm, a twisting
and distorted counterpart to the lands
you know. Here the shadow fey hold
court, reveling in their frivolities and
intrigues, while the darakhul hunt the
unwary and those other peoples adapted
to the shadows strive to simply get on
with their lives. This plane of Shadow is
ever changing and filled with adventure
for those willing to explore the darkness.
Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
HARDCOVER
PZO KOB9337............................$49.99
LIMITED EDITION
PZO KOB9351............................$74.99

KMC SLEEVES

SLEEVES (100)

Scheduled to ship in May 2022.

FULL SIZE PREMIUM HYPER
MATTE BLACK

KMC HM2903..................................... PI

BOOK OF EBON TIDES:
POLYHEDRAL 7-DIE SET (5E)

Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
PZO KOB9368............................$19.99

QUORIDOR

Do you have what it takes to escape? In
Quoridor, there are only two actions; build
a wall or move. Blocking your opponents is
key. To win, however, you must find a way
out of the maze you have created!
HBG GCQO-EN..........................$37.99

HYPER PHOENIX MATTE BLUE

KMC HP2178...................................... PI

THINGVELLIR

Thingvellir is an expansion and requires
the basic game Nidavellir to play it.
HBG BLTHI-EN.............................$19.99

JAPANIME GAMES
TALES FROM THE SHADOWS
HARDCOVER (5E)

JUN

QUORIDOR: MINI EDITION

Mini version of the classic Gigamic
abstract game!
10 HBG GDQA-EN...........................$24.99

2022

BIG EYES, SMALL MOUTH RPG
4TH EDITION: GM SCREEN

Scheduled to ship in April 2022.
GGD JPG802...................................... PI

HYPER PHOENIX MATTE RED

KMC HP2185...................................... PI

In the Shadow Realm, sites of mysterious
enchantment abound, watched over by
denizens both strange and wondrous.
From woods dark and eerie to courts of
noble fey, all paths lead to haunts, ruins,
machinations, and subterfuge. Scheduled
to ship in August 2022.
PZO KOB9344............................$39.99

POCKET DETECTIVE: SEASON ONE

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

In the Pocket Detective game series, players take
up investigations of different tangled cases and
mysterious stories. Players are gathering clues,
interrogating suspects, performing arrests and
matching pieces of information to successfully
solve the case. During each turn, a player
chooses one of the cards available this turn. These
cards can represent a Clue, a Location, Witness
Interrogation, Special Action, Arrest of a Suspect
etc. Using the cards, which were received during
investigation, a player discovers what actually
happened. The objective is to solve a case in a
minimum number of turns. Scheduled to ship in
May 2022.
LKY PKD-R01-EN.....................................$29.99

YU-GI-OH! TCG: POWER OF THE
ELEMENTS BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)

KTBG
POWER PLANTS

LEGACY OF MANA RPG

Legacy of Mana is a 5e compatible setting guide
infused with unique mechanic adjacent gameplay
that will revitalize how you play Dungeons
& Dragons at your gaming table. Our world
focuses on mystical new features such as the
concept of anti-mana vs. mana, chronomancy,
anthropomorphic cultures, gunpowder properties
and airship technologies, godless realms and the
intense connectivity between manipulating destiny
and the promise of fate. You can achieve all of
this and so much more within the Veil of Imaria.
Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
LYN LOMA01..........................................$49.99

LEGACY OF MANA RPG:
IMMERSIVE MAP BOOK

Enjoy 31 Hand-drawn maps and create a fully
immersive environment filled with hazards,
treasures, and secret areas. Stop drawing maps
and get straight to playing with our lay-fold flat
book. Fit for any fantasy RPG game! Scheduled
to ship in August 2022.
LYN LOMA02........................................$49.99

LUCKY DUCK GAMES
FLAMECRAFT

Artisan dragons, the smaller and
magically talented versions of their larger
(and destructive) cousins, are sought by
shopkeepers so that they may delight
customers with their flamecraft. You
are a Flamekeeper, skilled in the art of
conversing with dragons, placing them in
their ideal home and using enchantments
to entice them to produce wondrous
things. Your reputation will grow as you
aid the dragons and shopkeepers, and
the Flamekeeper with the most reputation
will be known as the Master of Flamecraft.
Scheduled to ship in May 2022.
LKY CA03001-EN........................$39.99

MINOTAUR

You have dared to enter the labyrinth, only to find that
the maze changes with almost every step you take. The
way out has been sealed off, and the Minotaur patrols
these halls, called to the magic of the medallions and
those who might steal them. Even if you defeat it in
combat, the magic of the labyrinth keeps the beast
alive. Your only hope is to assemble the medallions and
use their power to seal the Minotaur for good. Will you
be able to stop the Minotaur before it hunts you down?
Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
LYN MNTR01................................................ $29.99

MODIPHIUS
IT’S A WONDERFUL KINGDOM

It’s a Wonderful Kingdom is a standalone
solo or 2-player game in a Low-Fantasy
universe. Inspired by the core mechanics
of its predecessor ‘It’s a Wonderful World’,
this new game offers more interaction,
a bluff mechanism and new challenges.
The game is played using modules, each
different and offering mechanical twists.
At the end of the 4th round, the player
with the most victory points wins the game.
Scheduled to ship in May 2022.
LKY IWK-R01-EN.........................$44.99

FALLOUT: WASTELAND WARFARE - CREATURES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

In Power Plants, you are a wizard growing a
shared garden of magical plants with your rivals.
Each turn, you choose one of the patch tiles from
your hand and add it to the growing garden. You
can activate the added tile for its dynamic “plant”
power or activate all the tiles it touches for their
slightly weaker (but still very cool) “grow” powers.
As the fields expand, you strategically deploy your
sprites to gain control of more and more of the
fantastic flora. Will your magical horticulture skills
pay off? Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
REGULAR EDITION
KTG 8003............................................ $29.00
DELUXE EDITION
KTG 8002............................................ $49.00

LYNNVANDER PRODUCTIONS

GAMES

Unleash the Power of the Elements this
summer! This 100-card set is the latest core
booster for the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card
Game (TCG). Unearth multiple brand-new
strategies and discover new cards for beloved
themes like Elemental Hero from Yu-Gi-Oh!
GX! Whether you are looking to improve the
Deck you already have or try out new and
unique strategies, Power of the Elements has
something for everyone! NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
KON 85778.................................$100.56

Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
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DEATHCLAW MATRIARCH

MUH 052226..............................$32.00

YAO GUAI AMBUSH

MUH 052227..............................$32.00
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STAR TREK
ADVENTURES RPG

NORTH STAR GAMES

OSPREY PUBLISHING

Scheduled to ship in June 2022.

FROSTGRAVE: FIREHEART

This supplement for Frostgrave: Fantasy
Wargames in the Frozen City provides a study
of constructs, offering expanded rules for their
creation, modification, and even re-animation.
It examines enchanters’ workshops, detailing
new magic items and base modifications that
aid in the animation process, and also includes a
bestiary full of new constructs. Of course, much
of the knowledge that was once lost still exists in
the frozen ruins, so the book also features several
scenarios set in the once-great factories where
the art of construct creation reached its pinnacle.
Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
OSP FGV017.....................................$30.00

KIRK’S TUNIC DICE

GAMES

MUH 052045..............................$19.99

PAINT THE ROSES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

RULES DIGEST

JUN
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The 304-page Star Trek Adventures Rules
Digest is a more compact version of the
core rulebook and features updated
original era layout and art throughout.
Previously available only as part of the
Tricorder Collectors Box Set, this handy,
digest-sized softcover edition is perfect for
landing parties and gaming on the go!
The core rules can be used for any era
of play, and gamemasters wishing to use
this edition to run missions during different
periods will have no trouble using the rules
as presented.
MUH 051890..............................$34.99

Paint the Roses is a 2-5 player
cooperative logic deduction game
that automatically adapts to your skill
during play. Set in the puzzling world
of Alice in Wonderland, you and your
friends are the newly appointed Royal
Gardeners. You are working together
to finish the palace grounds according
to the whims of the Queen of Hearts.
Use strategy, logic, and teamwork to
finish the garden whilst staying one
step ahead of the Queen, otherwise,
the last thing you hear will be, ‘Off
With Their Heads!’ Scheduled to ship
in August 2022.
NSG 810.............................. $39.99

MONTE COOK GAMES

LION RAMPANT: 2ND EDITION

Lion Rampant: Second Edition is a
new, updated version of the hit Osprey
Wargames series title, and retains the
core gameplay while also incorporating
a wealth of new rules and updates from
several years’ worth of player feedback
and development. Whether they are
looking to recreate historical encounters or
tell their own stories, the varied scenarios,
unit types, and sample retinue lists found
in this volume provide everything players
need to face each other in quick, exciting,
and, above all, fun tabletop battles.
Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
OSP GAM046.............................$30.00

VILLAGE RAILS

In Village Rails, you will be criss-crossing
the fields of England with railway
lines, connecting villages together,
and navigating the complex and everchanging demands of rural communities.
Connect stations and farmsteads to your
local network while placing your railway
signals and sidings ever so carefully. Meet
the exacting standards of cantankerous
locals planning strangely specific trips,
and weigh their demands against your
limited funding. There is much to balance
in this tricky tableau-building card game of
locomotives and local motives. Scheduled
to ship in August 2022.
OSP GAM044.............................$28.00

PAIZO PUBLISHING
PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH
- BLOOD LORDS PART 2 GRAVECLAW (P2)

Graveclaw is a Pathfinder adventure for four
4th-level characters. The adventure continues
the Blood Lords Adventure Path, a six-part
monthly campaign in which the characters
rise from skilled troubleshooters to join the
Blood Lords who rule a nation of the dead. The
adventure also includes an article exposing the
secrets of hag covens and plenty of new rules
for fighting against hags. New spells and new
items complete the witch’s brew in the coven’s
cookpot! Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
PZO 90182....................................... $26.99

PAINT THE ROSES: ESCAPE
THE CASTLE EXPANSION

PATH OF THE PLANEBREAKER (5E)

The Planebreaker visits all planes, all
demiworlds, and all dimensions. Some are
known to sages and planar travelers. But in
a multiverse stretching across epochs, the
number of previously uncatalogued planes
is vast. The Planebreaker races through all
of them, in time, and the Path that trails
behind it creates a route that links them all.
Path of the Planebreaker introduces this
enigmatic interplanar object that unlocks
access to the planes for characters of all
levels. Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
MKG 311....................................$54.99

Escape the Castle is a collection of 6 modules.
Each module features a unique challenge,
along with a lovable Wonderland character
to help you. You and your fellow gardeners
are no longer satisfied staying one step
ahead of the Queen’s axe. You dream of
a life without fear. A life just beyond those
castle walls... To escape the castle you’ll need
to get through the Royal Gate, but the Queen
has sealed it with 5 unique locks. Find the 5
keys to the gate without losing your head,
and you’ll find freedom from this life of
servitude. Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
NSG 812....................................$29.99

PATHFINDER RPG: BOOK OF THE
DEAD BATTLE CARDS (P2)

Pathfinder’s Book of the Dead adds a
massive number of undead creatures to use
as adversaries and for summon spells in
your game. These colorful quick-reference
cards bring these creatures to life on your
tabletop in all their horrifying detail! Each
card features a beautiful, full-color image
of a Book of the Dead creature on one side,
while the other side provides that creature’s statistics. Hours of haunting horrors are finally
at hand! Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
PZO 2233	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-TILES VILLAIN LAIRS SET

PATHFINDER RPG: LOST OMENS TRAVEL GUIDE HARDCOVER (P2)

See the scenic Inner Sea with the Lost
Omens Travel Guide! This book is your
companion to the culture, life, and sights
of the Inner Sea, guiding you through a
variety of topics of interest. With this book,
you can learn about Inner Sea cuisine
and art, experience the thrills of Inner Sea
sports, and uncover the secrets of Inner
Sea myths and magic. The Travel Guide
features dozens of illustrations to show
you the fine details of the latest fashion or
put you into the center of one of the Inner
Sea’s greatest festivals. Scheduled to ship
in August 2022.
PZO 9313...................................$39.99

This must-have 136-page guidebook for
characters of all types introduces three
new ancestries to Pathfinder Second
Edition—the regimented and warlike
hobgoblin, the plant-like leshy, and the
inquisitive lizardfolk—provides 10 new
heritages for the game’s core ancestries,
offers nearly 100 new ancestry feats,
and presents 10 new archetypes to allow
characters of any class to participate in the
world’s most notable organizations, from
the adventurous Pathfinder Society to the
rabble-rousing Firebrands to the magical
masters of the Magaambya! This deluxe
special edition is bound in faux leather
with metallic deboss cover elements and a
bound-in ribbon bookmark. Scheduled to
ship in August 2022.
PZO 9302-SE..............................$59.99

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE
PATH - DRIFT CRASHERS 2 NIGHTMARE SCENARIO

Nightmare Scenario is a Starfinder
adventure for four 3rd-level characters,
continuing the 3-volume Drift Crashers
Adventure Path. Drift Crashers is part
of the Drift Crisis, an event taking place
across the entire Starfinder game line, in
which faster-than-light travel breaks down
and the galaxy is thrown into chaos. In
addition to the adventure itself, this book
includes an article expanding on Desna
and her church in the Starfinder setting, a
gazetteer of her home plane of Cynosure.
Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
PZO 7247...................................$24.99

STARFINDER RPG: ARMORY
HARDCOVER (POCKET EDITION)

It’s a dangerous universe out there, and often
the difference between survival and being the
next meal for an angry ksarik is having the
right equipment. From guns to augmentations
to high-tech and magical devices for every
imaginable situation, Starfinder Armory is
your guide to everything you need, whether
you are a frontline fighter, stealthy spy, or
scholarly spellcaster. The pocket edition
presents the same contents as the original
hardcover edition in a smaller sized softcover
for a lower price and better portability.
Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
PZO 7108-PE.................................. $24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

PATHFINDER RPG: LOST OMENS
- CHARACTER GUIDE HARDCOVER
(SPECIAL EDITION) (P2)

GAMES

What’s a villain to do without a proper lair?
How will they vex and torment heroes if they
don’t have an appropriately diabolic home
to hide out in? Pathfinder Flip-Tiles: Villain
Lairs provides beautifully illustrated 6” by
6” map tiles that can be configured to your
taste whenever the party finally confronts
the adventure’s villain in their domain!
Inside, you’ll find 42 richly crafted, doublesided map tiles and six tabbed dividers to
keep them organized. Scheduled to ship in
August 2022.
PZO 4096...................................$39.99
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POKÉMON USA

SHAMBLERS AND BRAMBLE
HUNTERS ANCIENT ONES
UNIT (METAL)

GAMES

PIP 51188........................................... PI

WARDEN OF TEOCALI
FIRST GUARDIANS
MONSTER (METAL/RESIN)

PIP 51185........................................... PI

Q-WORKSHOP
POKÉMON TCG: CALYREX VMAX LEAGUE BATTLE DECK

The High King Pokémon is yours in two powerful, League-ready decks for skilled
Trainers and Pokémon TCG players. With a slew of cards including premium foil
cards, sought-after power cards, and a well-tuned set of Pokémon and Trainer cards,
League Battle Decks put together all the elements to support you in your next match!
PUI 29085042	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

CATS DICE SETS (7)

Scheduled to ship in May 2022.

FINAL RACE DICE SET (7)
Scheduled to ship in June 2022.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

POKÉMON TCG:
DIVERGENT POWERS TIN

JUN
2022

Hailing from the ancient region of
Hisui, a trio of partner Pokémon
with unique strengths are eager to
join your deck! With this Divergent
Powers Tin, you can choose the
keen eye of Hisuian Decidueye
V, the fearsome flames of Hisuian
Typhlosion V, or the shadowy
blades of Hisuian Samurott V, and
then find even more useful Pokémon
and Trainer cards in a handful of
Pokémon TCG booster packs.
PUI 21085140	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

POKÉMON TCG: POKÉMON GO - GIFT TIN

PUI 29085077	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

MUFFIN

ENGINE ROAR

PURRITO

ROAD FEVER

QWS SCAT72.............................$19.00

QWS SCAT4V.............................$19.00

QWS STFR04..............................$14.00

QWS STFR90..............................$14.00

PRIVATEER PRESS

MONSTERPOCALYPSE
Scheduled to ship in June 2022.

GARGOYLE MONOLITHS AND
TEMPLE MONOLITHS FIRST
GUARDIANS UNITS (METAL)

16 PIP 51187........................................... PI

GOD OF VEMANA ANCIENT ONES
MONSTER (METAL/RESIN)

PIP 51186........................................... PI

RAVENSBURGER
STAR WARS VILLAINOUS:
POWER OF THE DARK SIDE

Become an iconic Star Wars Villain! Use
your sinister Influence and unique abilities to
manipulate the field in your favor. Are you
powerful and clever enough to fulfill your
dark destiny before your opponents? Explore
a new universe of scum and villainy in Star
Wars Villainous, the newest addition to the
awardwinning Villainous game system. Choose
your Villain and explore your Sector as you
collect Credits, play ships and vehicles to gain
new Abilities, and use Ambition to utilize your
Villain’s unique skills. Play as Darth Vader, Moff
Gideon, Kylo Ren, Asajj Ventress, or General
Grievous. Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
RVN 60001946	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $26.00
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SIT DOWN

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

GAMES

BOOP.

FAIRY LIGHTS

Complete sets of identical bulbs in order
to make the most beautiful garland and
earn the most points. The player with the
most points at he end of the game wins.
Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
LUM SD009.................................$21.99

Every time you place a kitten on the bed, it
goes boop. Which is to say that it pushes
every other kitten on the board one space
away. Line up three kittens in a row to
graduate them into cats and then, get
three cats in a row to win. But that isn’t
easy with both you AND your opponent
constantly booping kittens around. It’s like
herding cats! Can you boop your cats
into position to win? Or will you just get
booped right off the bed? Approachable
but challenging abstract game and a
worthy follow up to SHOBU. Scheduled to
ship in September 2022.
SND 1009...................................$39.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

STEAMFORGED GAMES

EPIC ENCOUNTERS

Scheduled to ship in June 2022.

MUNCHKIN: MUNCHKIN
TURTLE CARNAGE

Need a card? Roll a card! This deck will
never get old and ragged or ruined by a
spilled drink! Roll these dice together to get
any card from a standard deck. The 4-sider
gives you the suit. The 26-sider gives you
the rank. Play poker with virtual cards! (An
identical pair beats a regular pair.) Or just
match cards to see who pays for dinner.
Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
SJG 5993......................................$9.95

Trust us, it’s Turtles All the Way Down! In
Munchkin Turtle Carnage, we’ve got a shell
load of great new cards for you! Be careful
not to wake the Napping Turtle while you
battle the undead Riga-Tortoise with your
Hot Rock. And always remember, Slow
and Steady wins the race to Level 10!
Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
SJG 4275....................................$10.95

STRONGHOLD GAMES
AUZTRALIA: REVENGE OF
THE OLD ONES EXPANSION

AuZtralia: Revenge of the Old Ones enables you
to play the game with one player controlling the
forces of the Old Ones. This allows the game
to be played by up to five players. As well
as being able to decide where to place their
forces, the Old One player can also summon
terrible creatures from the void to create even
more havoc. Now you can raise Nyarlathotep
or call forth the Hounds of Tindalos to defeat
the scourge of humans invading your lands.
Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
SHG AUZR1......................................$24.99

TOPIC

Try not to be the last person to announce
a word for a given theme, so you avoid
getting cards. The player with the fewest
cards at the end of the game wins
Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
LUM SD088.................................$21.99

SMIRK & DAGGER

PICK A CARD DICE

BARROW OF THE
CORPSE CRAWLER

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL

SFL EE-014............................ $44.99

ACRYLIC DISPLAY FOR
BOOSTER BUNDLE PACK

Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
UPI 15974........................................... PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
COVER SERIES
Scheduled to ship in August 2022.

BEHEXT

JUN
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In Behext, you’ll curse and countercurse your opponents into submission
while avoid being Hexed yourself
by the wild magics that have since
passed beyond your control. A
highly interactive card game in which
everything is a double-edged sword.
Not the typical Resource Engine deckbuilder. Rather, you are building for
specific player interactions you wish to
wield against opponents with powerful
new spells for attack and defense.
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
SND 0071............................. $44.99

HIVE OF THE GHOUL-KIN

SFL EE-013............................ $54.99

JOURNEYS THROUGH THE
RADIANT CITADEL PLAYMAT

UPI 19406........................................... PI

JOURNEYS THROUGH THE
RADIANT CITADEL WALL SCROLL

UPI 19407........................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: BROTHERS WAR
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Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

6’ TABLE PLAYMAT
UPI 19619........................................... PI
8’ TABLE PLAYMAT
UPI 19620........................................... PI
9-POCKET PRO-BINDER
UPI 19643........................................... PI
12-POCKET PRO-BINDER
UPI 19644........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES A
UPI 19637........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES B
UPI 19638........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V1
UPI 19639........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V2
UPI 19640........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V3
UPI 19641........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V4
UPI 19642........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX A
UPI 19631........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX B
UPI 19632........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V1
UPI 19633........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V2
UPI 19634........................................... PI

100+ DECK BOX V3
UPI 19635........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V4
UPI 19636........................................... PI
BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT
UPI 19629........................................... PI
HOLOFOIL PLAYMAT
UPI 19630........................................... PI
PLAYMAT A
UPI 19621........................................... PI
PLAYMAT B
UPI 19622........................................... PI
PLAYMAT C
UPI 19623........................................... PI
PLAYMAT D
UPI 19624........................................... PI
PLAYMAT E
UPI 19625........................................... PI
PLAYMAT F
UPI 19626........................................... PI
PLAYMAT G
UPI 19627........................................... PI
PLAYMAT H
UPI 19628........................................... PI
WALL SCROLL
UPI 19645........................................... PI

GALLERY SERIES FROSTED
FOREST 9-POCKET PORTFOLIO

UPI 15984........................................... PI

GALLERY SERIES FROSTED
FOREST 9-POCKET PRO BINDER

UPI 15988........................................... PI

UPI 15850........................................... PI

SINNOH ALCOVE CLICK DECK BOX

UPI 15851........................................... PI

USAOPOLY/THE OP
DICE SET: D6 AVATAR
PREMIUM (6)

Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
USO AC096694.................................. PI

MONOPOLY: CURB
YOUR ENTHUSIASM

POKÉMON TCG

Scheduled to ship in August 2022.

Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
USO TBD012....................................... PI

SWORD AND SHIELD 11

4-POCKET PORTFOLIO
UPI 15791........................................... PI
9-POCKET PORTFOLIO
UPI 15792........................................... PI

KANTO ALCOVE CLICK DECK BOX

VAN RYDER GAMES
GALLERY SERIES FROSTED
FOREST ALCOVE FLIP DECK BOX

UPI 15989........................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG

Scheduled to ship in September 2022.

KEEPERS
GALAR ALCOVE CLICK DECK BOX

UPI 15852........................................... PI

GALLERY SERIES FROSTED
FOREST 4-POCKET PORTFOLIO

GALLERY SERIES FROSTED
FOREST FULL VIEW DECK BOX

UPI 15987........................................... PI

UPI 15983........................................... PI

Keepers is an interactive card game where
players will try to outwit their opponents
by playing a card from their hand after
hearing only a single word. Players all
vote on which card aligns the most (or
least!) with the word and whichever card
gets the most votes is a KEEPER! Scheduled
to ship in July 2022.
VRG 011.....................................$34.99

WARGAMES ATLANTIC

DEATH FIELDS

GALLERY SERIES FROSTED
FOREST 2’ ALBUM

UPI 15985........................................... PI
JUN
2022

GALLERY SERIES FROSTED
FOREST 65CT DECK PROTECTORS

22 UPI 15986.......................................................... PI

Scheduled to ship in May 2022.

GALLERY SERIES FROSTED
FOREST PLAYMAT

UPI 15982........................................... PI

BULLDOGS

WGA WAADF007.......................$34.95

DECLINE AND FALL

Scheduled to ship in May 2022.

GOTH WARRIORS

WGA WAALR002........................$34.95

GENERAL ACCOUTREMENTS
Scheduled to ship in May 2022.

NAPOLEONIC BRITISH
CASUALTY MARKERS

WLG 312401002................................ PI

GAMES

NAPOLEONIC FRENCH
CASUALTY MARKERS

WLG 312402002................................ PI

25MM DUAL USE BASES

WGA WAAGA002......................$15.00

WGA WAAGA001......................$34.95

IMPERIAL CONQUESTS
Scheduled to ship in May 2022.

NAPOLEONIC FRENCH
COMMANDERS

WLG 312402001................................ PI

BLACK SEAS

Scheduled to ship in May 2022.

BOXERS

WGA WAAIC002........................$34.95

WARLORD GAMES

BLACK POWDER:
EPIC BATTLES

Scheduled to ship in June 2022.

HOLD FAST! SUPPLEMENT

WLG 791010003................................ PI

BLOOD RED SKIES

Scheduled to ship in May 2022.

NAPOLEONIC BRITISH &
ALLIED COMMANDERS

WLG 312401001................................ PI
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F4U CORSAIR SQUADRON

WLG 772412052................................ PI
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GRUMMAN F4F
WILDCAT SQUADRON

KAWANISHI N1K2 SHIDEN-KAI
‘GEORGE’ SQUADRON

GAMES

WLG 772412050................................ PI

WLG 772411050................................ PI

MITSUBISHI J2M RAIDEN
‘JACK’ SQUADRON

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: DOUBLE MASTERS 2022

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
COLLECTOR BOOSTER DISPLAY (4)
WOC D06510000	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI
DRAFT BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)
WOC D06490000	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

WIZKIDS/NECA

WLG 772411052............................................ PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
3” VINYL MINI MONSTER SERIES 1:
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 1E
DISPLAY BY KIDROBOT

BOLT ACTION

Scheduled to ship in June 2022.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GERMAN SD.KFZ 250 (ALTE) HALF-TRACK

JUN
2022
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WLG 402012052.................................................. PI

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

From the rich lore of Dungeons
& Dragons, these 3-inch vinyl
figures feature famous monsters
from the 1st edition of Dungeons
& Dragons made miniature! Theyre
blind boxed to maintain rarity
and collectability. Which will you
get? Roll for initiative and find
out! Wave 1 possibilities include:
Beholder, Displacer Beast, Fire Elemental, Ghoul, Mimic, Mind Flayer, Red Dragon,
Remorhaz, Roper, Rust Monster, Sahuagin, Salamander, Xorn. Scheduled to ship in
August 2022.
WZK KR68320	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
DAERN’S INSTANT FORTRESS
TABLE-SIZED REPLICA
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
JOURNEYS THROUGH THE RADIANT CITADEL

Journeys through the Radiant Citadel is a collection of thirteen short, stand-alone
D&D adventures featuring challenges for character levels 114. Each adventure
has ties to the Radiant Citadel, a magical city with connections to lands rich with
excitement and danger, and each can be run by itself or as part of an ongoing
campaign. Explore this rich and varied collection of adventures in magical lands.
Light Your Path to AdventureThrough the mists of the Ethereal Plane shines the
Radiant Citadel. Travelers from across the multiverse flock to this mysterious bastion
to share their traditions, stories, and calls for heroes. A crossroads of wonders and
adventures, the Radiant Citadel is the first step on the path to legend. Where will
your journeys take you?
HARDCOVER WOC D09960000	���������������������������������������������������������������$49.95
ALTERNATE HARDCOVER WOC D09970000	���������������������������������������������$49.95

A table-sized replica of Daern’s Instant
Fortress. Based on the famous and
formidable wondrous magic item, this
tower is sized to rest easily on a shelf or at
the game table, where it may be employed
as more than a sturdy piece of unassailable
dcorit may also serve as a dice tower. Also
included is the item’s magically compact
(1-in. cube) form ideally sized to fit in an
adventurer’s belt pouch, any player’s dice
bag, or on a display shelf alongside its
‘full-sized’ counterpart. Scheduled to ship
in July 2022.
WZK 96119..............................$149.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
DEMILICH UNLIFE-SIZED REPLICA

Like so many of its ilk, this unliving replica
draws its inspiration from the infamous
Acererak, complete with carved gemstones
replacing its teeth and larger gems (lit
by LEDs) set in its eye sockets. Whether
resting comfortably atop a pile of its own
bones and dust or rising from its display
on a vortex of its moldering remains, the
Demilich will draw attention (but not the
life force) of intruders and admirers alike.
Scheduled to ship in May 2022.
WZK 96084........................................ PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
ICONS OF THE REALMS MINIATURES
ELDER ELEMENTAL - PHOENIX

GAMES

Standing over 13” tall and sporting a
200mm clear base this impressive elemental
is sure to blow you away! On their native
planes, elementals sweep across the weird
and tempestuous landscape. Some possess
greater power, gained by feeding on their
lesser kin and adding the essence of creatures
they have devoured to their own until they
become something extraordinary. When
summoned, these elder elementals manifest
as beings of apocalyptic capability, entities
whose mere existence promises destruction.
Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
WZK 96148............................................ PI

DRAGONBORN CLERICS

WZK 90522..................................$4.99

HARENGON BRIGANDS

WZK 90440..................................$4.99

DROW FIGHTERS

WZK 90525..................................$4.99

HUMAN CLERICS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WZK 90523..................................$4.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: ICONS OF THE REALM STRIXHAVEN

A magical world boasts many places where students can study magic and many sages
who take eager learners under their wings. But being accepted to Strixhaven University is
a special honor, the dream of many young students. Strixhaven is a place of enlightenment
and learning, and both its graduates and its delegates are typically welcomed and
respected wherever they go. \Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
SET 1 WZK 96127	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.99
SET 2 WZK 96128	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
NOLZUR’S MARVELOUS
UNPAINTED MINIATURES:
ADULT GREEN DRAGON

Dungeons & Dragons Nolzur’s Marvelous
Miniatures come with highly-detailed figures,
primed and ready to paint out of the box.
These fantastic miniatures include deep cuts
for easier painting. The packaging displays
these miniatures in a clear and visible
format, so customers know exactly what they
are getting. Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
WZK 90575....................................$89.99

DUERGAR FIGHTERS

WZK 90421..................................$4.99

MIND FLAYERS

WZK 90527..................................$4.99

FIRE GIANT

WZK 90528................................$14.99

MODRONS

WZK 90422..................................$8.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS NOLZUR’S
MARVELOUS UNPAINTED MINIATURES: W18
Scheduled to ship in July 2022.

GRUNGS

WZK 90415..................................$4.99

NOTHICS

WZK 90526..................................$4.99
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AARAKOCRA PALADINS

WZK 90521..................................$8.99

BEHOLDER VARIANT

WZK 90431..................................$8.99

HALFLING BARBARIANS

WZK 90412..................................$4.99

YETH HOUND

WZK 90529..................................$4.99

YUAN-TI ABOMINATION

WZK 90524..................................$4.99

Sidereal
Confluence:
Bifurcation
includes variations on each of the nine
original species, providing entirely new
mechanisms, new strategies, and new
avenues for negotiation! These variants
represent different aspects or factions
within their societies, and include
new rules and starting cards that
dramatically change each species play
style. The variants are more interactive
than the base game factions, leading
to more interesting trades and greater
potential for creativity. Scheduled to
ship in July 2022.
WZK 73078.......................... $44.99

Based on the fabled artifact once carried by
the powerful cleric whose name it now bears,
this collection of 20 teeth gathered from
all manner of creatures rests comportably
within a leather pouch designed to serve as
both container and display. Scheduled to
ship in October 2022.
WZK 96122................................$79.99

STAR TREK: ATTACK WING:
FEDERATION FACTION PACK SHIPS OF THE LINE

Fly the finest the Federation has to offer
with the Ships of the Line Federation faction
pack for Star Trek: Attack Wing! You can
be the first to helm the original prototypes
for iconic classes, including the Prometheusclass, Akira-class, the Sovereign-class,
and the Saber-class! You’ll find all-new
captains, crew, and weapons, including
type 10 Phasers and Quantum Torpedoes!
Scheduled to ship in September 2022.
WZK 89000................................$39.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
THREE-DRAGON ANTE GIANTS WAR EXPANSION

With over 100 new cards Three-Dragon
Ante: Giants War adds a whole new way
to play the classic Dungeons & Dragons
standalone card game! You’ll mix in new
Giant suits, while you split the stakes in
two: the Dragon Stakes and the Giants
Stakes. Players fight for the stakes where
their flight is strongest, giving you new
routes to victory! There is also a new way
to find Legendary Dragons and the new
Giant Gods. New powers let players draw
powerful cards from the Legendary deck!
Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
WZK 87555................................$24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
TEETH OF DAHLVER-NAR
BITE-SIZED ARTIFACT

GAMES

SIDEREAL CONFLUENCE:
BIFURCATION

STAR TREK: ATTACK WING:
ROMULAN FACTION PACK SECRETS OF THE TAL SHIAR

Take Command of four special cloaked
versions of four different Romulan ships:
A Reman Warbird, a Romulan Scout
vessel, as well as a DDeridex-class and
a Valdore-type vessel, as you uncover the
Secrets of the Tal Shiar faction pack for
Star Trek Attack Wing! Scheduled to ship
in September 2022.
WZK 89001................................$39.99
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WIZKIDS DEEP CUTS
UNPAINTED MINIATURES W18
Scheduled to ship in July 2022.

MAINTAIN THE BALANCE

WYR 23920................................$40.00

TRADE SECRETS

WYR 23908................................$50.00

TWISTED ALTERNATIVE - TO
GRANDMOTHER’S HOUSE WE GO

WYR 23932................................$24.00

GIANT SPIDER

GAMES

WZK 90531..................................$8.99

MALIFAUX 3RD EDITION
Scheduled to ship in June 2022.

METHOD TO THE MADNESS

WYR 23929................................$35.00

ROWBOAT & OARS

WZK 90503................................$14.99

MALIFAUX 3RD EDITION:
Scheduled to ship in May 2022.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

FATES ENTWINED

WYR 23905................................$50.00

WYR 23909................................$45.00

HATS OFF

WYR 23917................................$55.00

SKELETONS

WZK 90533..................................$4.99

DON’T WORRY BE ZAPPY

WYR 23931................................$18.00

THROUGH THE BREACH RPG:
PENNY DREADFUL - THE VOYAGE VOLUME

Six One Shot adventures that were previously only
available digitally are now included in one epic
volume! The Voyage Volume includes adventures
that will send the Fated to journey into the strange
corners and environments within the world of
Malifaux! Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
WYR 30212.............................................. $30.00

ZOMBIES

WZK 90532..................................$4.99

WYRD MINIATURES

MALIFAUX 3RD EDITION
Scheduled to ship in April 2022.

XYZ GAME LABS
NAVIGATING CHAOS

WYR 23918................................$35.00
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FORWARD AND BACK

BARGINS MADE

WYR 23907................................$50.00

SHOWDOWN

WYR 23911................................$35.00

BIGFOOT ROLL & SMASH

Climb behind the wheel of Team
Bigfoot Legends to roll, plan,
and SMASH your way through
an arena you design and build.
Roll the Monster Tire Dice to
earn Plan Points, Style Cards, &
Hazards. Program your Monster
Truck’s path of destruction, while
opponents place hazards to get
in your way. Earn Victory Points
as you jump, drive, slide, and
SMASH your way through the
arena! Do it with style to make
the crowd go wild and earn bonus points on your run. Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
XYZ 0007	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $39.00

